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Rangers and game guards equipped for 
protection against COVID-19 
Rangers and Community Game Guards in the communal wildlife areas of 
Binga, supported by WWF, Chizarira National Parks and Binga Rural District 
Council, who have been receiving rations since 2019 to support their work, are 
now also getting Covid-19 protective materials including masks, gloves, 
sanitisers and awareness materials to curb the spread of the pandemic. 

Their activities are partly supported through the EU funded ‘Strengthening 
Community Law Enforcement and Sustainable Livelihoods in Kavango Zambezi 
TFCA’ project.   

STRENGTHENING COMMUNITY LAW 
ENFORCEMENT AND SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS 
IN KAVANGO ZAMBEZI TFCA (KAZA) 	

A project funded by European Union's Support to Long-term Sustainable Ecosystem 
Management and Wildlife Law Enforcement in Transboundary Conservation Areas under the 
Cross-Regional Wildlife Conservation programme in Eastern and Southern Africa and the 
Indian Ocean programme (EU TFCA)  
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Highlights in pictures 

Staff	members	from	WWF	
Zambia	and	Zimbabwe	and	
IRDNC	conducting	an	
annual	review	and	planning		
meeting	in	Binga,	
Zimbabwe.	

Groundnut	Seed	produced	
by	the	Local	Seed	growers	
Association	in	Silowana	
complex,	Zambia	

ABOUT THE PROJECT 
The Strengthening Community Law Enforcement and Sustainable 
Livelihoods in Kavango Zambezi TFCA (KAZA) is a three-year EU funded 
project implemented in sites in KAZA with high poaching pressure: the 
Silowana complex – buffer zone of Sioma Ngwezi National Park (SNNP) in 
Zambia and the Chizarira complex in Zimbabwe and the Lake Liambezi area 
in Namibia. 

The project strategy promotes long-term ecosystem management and 
livelihood approaches through a two-pronged process being achieved by: 

- enabling small farmer households to small grain intensification through 
conservation agriculture, improving food security, increasing adaptive 
capacity to climate change and improve their household income 

- improving the effective participation of communities in anti-poaching and 
law enforcement   

	



	 	 	

They support effective participation of communities in anti-poaching and help restore traditional 
pride of conserving wildlife in and around Chizarira National Park.  

Additional items to the rations come in the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic during which anti-
poaching activities by wildlife protecting agencies are regarded as an essential service in an 
environment where poachers may want to take advantage of the crisis. 

  

 

 

“In the face of the pandemic, WWF, Zimbabwe National Parks and local authorities remain 
committed to protecting wildlife. As such there is need to ensure the safety of frontline game 

Ruth	Tshuma	(left),	a	
community	game	
guard	washes	her	
hands	in	the	National	
Park	



	 	 	

rangers and buffer communities through provision of additional patrol materials and information 
dissemination on reduction of the spread of Covid-19,” said WWF’s project manager, Itai Chibaya. 

At the beginning of March, rangers in the National Park were briefed on Covid-19 and related 
precautionary measures by a representative from the Zimbabwe National Parks Medical Aid, 
ParksMed and had their medical aid updated.  Since then, game guards from this remote part of 
the country have received regular updates and support on Covid-19. 

WWF Zimbabwe and its partners are enhancing the capacity of protecting wildlife and expand local 
economies by working with communities surrounding the Chizarira Park in Sebungwe region. This 
15 000 km2 region is part of the KAZA landscape in Zimbabwe, an important range to elephants 
which also forms an extension of Hwange-Chobe-Zambezi Wildlife Corridor. 

 

Game	guards	wash	or	
sanitise	their	hands	
regularly	as	part	of	the	
measures	to	protect	
themselves	against	
Covid-19	



	 	 	

 

 

Zambia’s Silowana complex registers successes in Conservation 
Agriculture  

The	 Silowana	 complex	 is	 an	 area	 lying	 in	 the	 Zambian	 component	of	 the	KAZA	TFCA	 covering	 the	 Sioma	
Ngwezi	 National	 park	 and	 the	 Lower	 West	 Zambezi	 GMA,	 which	 measure	 approximately	 22,000km2.		
During	 the	 2019/20	 rainy	 season,	 3,272	 small-scale	 farmers	 in	 Silowana	 complex	 have	 adopted	
conservation	 agriculture	 with	 the	 objective	 of	 increased	 crop	 productivity	 that	 will	 address	 the	 food	
security,	income	generation,	soil	fertility	improvement	and	mitigate	human	elephant	conflicts.	

The	Silowana	complex	is	an	arid	area,	where	the	effects	of	climate	change	have	implications	on	people	and	
wildlife,	especially	because	the	area	 is	drought	prone.	Without	other	economic	opportunities,	agriculture	
plays	 a	 central	 role	 in	 securing	 livelihoods	 of	 the	 local	 population.	 The	majority	 of	 the	 smallholders	 use		

conventional	 farming	methods,	which	 involve	ploughing	the	field,	mono-cropping	and	shifting	cultivation.	
Due	to	 low	soil	 fertility,	 fields	can	only	be	used	for	a	maximum	of	3	years.	Thereafter,	 forested	areas	are	
cleared	 for	 new	 fields,	 and	 as	 a	 result,	 farmers	 continue	 to	 invade	 wildlife	 habitats,	 leading	 to	 human-
wildlife	conflicts	and	crop	damage.		

Above:	Women’s	group	vegetable	
garden	in	Kalobolelwa,	Zambia	



	 	 	

For	this	reason,	WWF	Zambia,	in	partnership	with	the	Department	of	National	Parks	
and	Wildlife	(DNPW)	and	the	Department	of	Agriculture	(DoA)	and	funding	from	the	
European	Union,	is	promoting	conservation	agricultural	technologies.		

These	 technologies	 emphasise	 on	 soil	 conservation	 using	 minimum	 tillage	 (use	 of	
potholes	 and	 ripping),	 organic	manures	 (kraal	manures),	 retention	of	 crop	 residues	
(mulch	 for	 soil	 moisture	 conservation)	 and	 use	 of	 adapted	 crop	 varieties	 that	 are	
tolerant	to	drought.			

The	 initiative	 is	 implemented	 through	 a	 system	 of	 21	 local	 extension	 agents	
employed	 by	 the	 Mufulani	 and	 Sesheke	 West	 Community	 Resource	 Boards	 who	
provide	 hands	 on	 training	 to	 a	 cohort	 of	 20-30	 fellow	 farmers	 in	 order	 to	 increase	
farmer	capacity	to	adapt	to	climate	change	impacts.			

Conservation	 Agriculture	 also	 results	 in	 people	 concentrating	 their	 fields	 near 
homesteads	 and	 avoid	 cultivating	 in	 wildlife	 corridors	 and	 other	 forested	 habitats,	
which	are	left	for	use	by	wildlife.		

Due	 to	 the	 soil	 conserving	methods,	 famers	 can	 replant	 the	 same	 field	 for	 several	
years	 in	 a	 row,	 reducing	 shifting	 cultivation	 and	 related	 forest	 clearing,	 thus	
preserving	wildlife	habitat.		

Further	capacity	has	been	built	through	a	seed	production	program	to	provide	access	
to	affordable	improved	seeds	that	are	adapted	to	local	conditions	of	drought	and	are	
high	yielding.		

The	 2018/19	 drought	 led	 to	 widespread	 crop	 failures	 resulting	 in	 reduced	 food	
security	 for	 the	 country.	 But	 the	 farmers	 that	 planted	 early	 and	 had	 adopted	
conservation	agriculture	were	able	to	harvest	reasonable	yields	of	an	average	of	0.9	
tons	per	hectare	compared	to	conventional	farmers	that	had	an	overage	of	0.4	tons	
per	hectare.	 

 

Project natural Resource Monitors share their 
experiences 
	
By	Ruth	Tshuma	
Resource	Monitor	from	Binga	Baraingwe	Zone	in	Zimbabwe	
	
Zimbabwe	 is	 one	 of	 the	 countries	 richly	 blessed	 with	 natural	 resources.	 These	
resources	have	been	misused/mismanaged	in	one	way	or	the	other.	Today	I	want	to	
share	with	you	how	working	as	a	Resource	Monitor	has	affected	my	life.	
	
I	 have	 been	 engaged	 as	 a	 Resource	Monitor	 for	 only	 a	 short	 time,	 since	 February	
2019	 to	date,	and	 this	 short	experience	has	created	a	new	outlook	 for	me	 towards	
people	in	my	village	and	as	far	as	natural	resources	are	concerned.		
	
	

Highlights in pictures 

The	project	team	visited	a	
seed	plot	in	Binga	in	
September	2019.	

Sorghum	seed	produced	
under	irrigation	ready	for	
harvesting	in	November	
2019.		

Community	scouts	after	
graduating	from	their	
training	in	Zambia.	In	
Zimbabwe	they	are	called	
Environmental	Resource	
Monitors.		



	 	 	

	
Before	then,	we	were	not	concerned	about	our	natural	environment	and	we	had	a	sort	of	carefree	attitude,	
not	mindful	of	the	need	to	conserve	the	natural	resources	as	we	felt	that	it	was	none	of	our	business.		
	
		

	
Ruth	(in	front)	receives	a	special	honours	certificate	for	overall	outstanding	performance	during	training	with	WWF	
	
	
However,	 since	 my	 first	 workshop	 and	 subsequent	 tour	 to	 Namibia	 I	 met	 my	 counterparts	 from	 other	
countries	and	shared	some	valuable	ideas.	In	June	2019,	community	game	guards	from	Zimbabwe,	Namibia	
and	 Zambia	 met	 for	 the	 first	 time	 in	 in	 the	 Lake	 Liambezi	 area	 for	 a	 cross-border	 exchange	 and	 joint	
training.	 	 The	 workshop	 provided	 a	 platform	 where	 game	 scouts	 from	 all	 three	 countries	 could	 share	
experiences	 on	 community-based	 efforts	 in	 combating	 wildlife	 crime	 and	 approaches	 to	 wildlife	
management.	
	
My	 training	 at	Mushandike	College	 and	Chizarira	National	 Park	 have	 since	 generated	 a	 passion	 for	 good	
management	and	use	of	natural	resources.		
	
Now,	it	is	my	wish	to	pursue	natural	resource	conservation	at	a	higher	level	with	more	skills	and	expertise.	I	
am	now	 longing	 to	undergo	a	 training	 course,	 that	 is,	National	Diploma	 in	wildlife	management,	which	 I	
believe	will	equip	me	with	more	expertise.	At	 the	moment,	shortage	of	 funds	to	undergo	the	course	 is	a	
barrier.		
	
	
	
	
	
	



	 	 	

	
By	Speed	Mnkuli	
As	a	Resource	monitor,	I	was	recruited	in	February	2019	by	the	Binga	Rural	District	Council	Campfire	office,	
together	with	the	WWF	office.		
	
Being	a	Resource	Monitor	has	changed	my	life.	I	work	inside	and	sometimes	outside	of	the	National	Park,	
doing	 conservation	 work,	 protecting	 my	 nature.	 I	 work	 with	 the	 communities,	 teaching	 them	 how	 to	
conserve	 our	 natural	 resources	 and	 the	 importance	 of	 natural	 resources,	 for	 example	 soil	 and	 wildlife	
animals.	We	need	to	live	together	with	animals.	

	
Speed	leading	a	debriefing	session	after	a	successful	joint	patrol	operation	
	
I	now	have	knowledge	on	blocking	wildlife	animals	from	entering	the	fields.	The	first	step	is	putting	pole	
lines	to	block	elephants	from	entering	the	field.	The	second	is	a	warning	line	with	reflectors.	This	consists	of	
bottles	with	papers	inside	and	tied	with	bells	and	2	poles	tied	with	string.	This	scares	elephants	if	
touched.	The	third	one	is	the	Chilli	gun	and	Chilli	bombs.	The	fourth	one	is	the	ambush	gun	used	to	block	
wildlife	from	entering	the	fields.	
		
I	got	this	knowledge	with	the	help	of	WWF	in	partnership	with	the	Binga	RDC	Campfire.	They	sometimes	
take	me	and	my	team	on	‘look	and	learn	tours’	in	different	areas.	Last	year	I	went	outside	of	the	country	to	
Namibia.	In	mid-December	we	visited	Tsholotsho	ward	7	and	Main	camp.	I	have	also	learned	a	lot	about	
farming	when	meeting	farmers	during	the	job.	


